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Lorelei Jayne paper sewing patterns are A5 Size, packaged in sealed clear plastic bags ready for your shelves. 
All patterns include colour front cover, colour instruction booklet and b/w pattern pieces on A3 paper.

Patterns are: $7.50  with a RRP: $15

Ruby Trio
 The Ruby Trio are three pouch patterns specifically designed 

for women to carry their menstrual items.

June Pouch 
The June Pouch features a covered exterior zippered pocket, 

and a pieced design on the front. The June Pouch is a medium 
size pouch that has a variety of uses. June is a great clutch or 

cosmetic pouch and can have quite a different look 
depending on fabric used.

 Meg Pouch
The Meg Book Pouch is a great way to carry your 
journal or a good book. It can be used as a tech 

pouch, large pencil case or to carry colouring 
items on a car trip.

Natalie Pouch
The Natalie Pouch is a fold over project pouch 

that has a variety of uses. The Natalie Pouch 
features 1 large zippered pocket, 2 vinyl 

pockets, magnetic snap closure and a carry 
handle. The Natalie Pouch is perfect for carrying 

small sewing projects and is a great travel 
cosmetic and toiletries pouch.

Cara Pouch
The Cara Pouch is a medium size pouch that 

has a variety of uses. The Cara Pouch features an 
exterior zippered pocket, a vinyl pocket and a card 

pocket inside the zipper pocket.

Ivy Pouch
The Ivy Pouch is the ideal cosmetic case for travel. 

It is a beautiful pouch featuring a top zipper, 
square corners and squared zipper ends. 

The Ivy is pieced and can be easily quilted.



Lianna Bag  
The Lianna Bag is a modern bag perfect for everyday use. 
It features two exterior pockets, That will fit a phone and 

keys. The Lianna bag closes with a magnetic snap closure.  

Jenna Purse
The Jenna Purse can be used as an everyday 
wallet or a clutch for a night out. Jenna has 

four card pockets and two inner note pockets 
and one outer pocket that can easily fit a smart 

phone. 

Jayne Bag  
The Jayne Bag is a large everyday tote 
bag.  This pattern features an exterior 

zippered pocket, magnetic snap pocket 
and a zippered lining pocket to keep 

items safe. 

Lori Pouch
The Lori Pouch is an adorable quick sew 
pouch with endless uses. Lori features a 

front zip pocket, and a zip closure with tabs.

The Cork Duo 
The Cork Duo includes the Cork Glasses Case and the Mae 

Pouch. The glasses case pattern is one pattern piece and can 
be made with cork, leather or vinyl. It can be embellished 

easily and created with straight simple stitching, perfect for 
beginners. The Mae Pouch is a pieced pouch with darts. This 

pouch can be used as a clutch or cosmetic bag.

 Easy Mesh Pouch 
The Easy Mesh Pouch great introduction pattern 

for working with mesh, zipper installation and 
easy binding. Mesh pouches are perfect for 

travel, groceries and the gym. 

Dana Bag and Wristlet
The Dana Bag and Wrislet pattern features

pockets, and 2 strap options for the bag and a 
wristlet strap. The Dana also has a

card and phone pocket that fits both sizes.
Dana will fit a diary, small tablet and all the bits 

and pieces.

The Lily Bag 
The Lily Bag is an exciting, youthful fold over 

crossbody bag. The grommet attachments makes 
the strap a feature and easily interchangeable. The 

magnetic snap and zip pocket will ensure
your essential items are safe!
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